
Signaworks offers Great Prices and Inventory on a full range of industrial signal products including 
incandescent and LED tower lights, strobe lights, stack lights, rotary beacons, audible alarms, andon 
lights, bingo boards, flashing beacons buzzers and custom assemblies.

ASTS Continuous andon light 
ASTSB Continuous andon light 
with audible alarm 
ASTSF Continuous and flashing andon light 
ASTSZ Continuous and flashing andon light 
with audible alarm 
ASTL Continuous LED andon light 
ASTLB Continuous LED andon light 
with audible alarm 
ASTLF Flashing LED andon light 
ASTLZ Flashing LED andon light 
with audible alarm (83dB at 1M) 
 
 

LED or bulb models balance cost and 
maintenance free operation  
 
Durable control box is environmentally sealed 
 
 
Power cord allows easy installation in any 
location  
 
Two or three position selector switch can be 
used for flashing or audible options  
 

• Any length jacketed cable between andon light and control box 
• Assembly can be made with STS, STL, SLS, LEP or ST2 series andon lights 
• Custom color sequence or assembly can be designed to your application 
• Tripod Stand for Portability 

BULB LED DESCRIPTION

ASTS-110-1 ASTL-110-1 Red Andon Light

ghs



 

ASTS-110-2 ASTL-110-2 Red/Green Andon Light

ASTS-110-2RA ASTL-110-2RA Red/Amber Andon Light

ASTS-110-3 ASTL-110-3 Red/Amber/Green Andon Light

ASTS-110-4 ASTL-110-4 Red/Amber/Green/Blue Andon Light

ASTS-110-5 ASTL-110-5 Red/Amber/Green/Blue/White Andon Light

 
Add to the prefix for additional features: 
F: Continuous and flashing andon light 
B: Continuous andon light with audible alarm 
Z: Continuous and flashing andon light with audible alarm  
 

 

Signaworks can customize your application with andon lights, warning lights or alarm panels with our 
continuous and flashing LED tower light, stack light, signal tower, xenon strobe, rotary light, LED beacon, 
flashing light, audible signal alarm, buzzer, sounder, hooter, horn , explosion proof strobe, explosion proof 
buzzer or combination, battery strobe, battery light, andon display, and wireless andon light system for lean 
manufacturing. 
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